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Hailed as the best invention of 2020 by
Time magazine, Gardyn is the ultimate
at-home vertical hybriponic growing
system. The kit comes with thirty yCubes
(rockwool-and-seed-filled capsules that get
your plants started), plus plant food and
accessories to help your garden thrive.
Connect to the Gardyn App to set the
optimal light and water schedule for
whatever you’re growing, and enjoy instant,
fresh produce—year-round—that you never
have to wash or even refrigerate.

Not only does Veja make reliably cute and
comfortable sneakers; the brand also walks
the walk when it comes to sustainability
and forest conservation. The mesh upper
on these kicks is made from recycled
plastic bottles, the panels are done in
vegan suede, the lining is recycled
polyester, and the natural rubber in the
sole is sourced from the Amazon, where it’s
harvested by family co-ops of rubber
tappers. The molds-to-your-feet
technology at work in the insoles is
next-level. And the retro-leaning
cream-and-teal colorway? V cool.

Marcel comes from B Sides’ One-of-a-Kind
atelier collection, meaning no two pairs are
exactly alike. They’re patchworked from
upcycled vintage denim, and the cut feels
vintage, too—relaxed, with cropped
straight legs and a midrise waist.
Prewashed and broken in for you, they’ll
feel like you’ve worn and loved them for
years from the second you do up that
classic button fly. For a slouchy cool-girl fit,
size up a notch.

Kelly was made famous by (and renamed
for) Grace Kelly in the late ’50s, but this
trapezoid-shaped bag actually dates back
to the ’30s, when Émile Hermès’s
son-in-law Robert Dumas introduced the
bold design. With its sharp angles and
clean, modern lines, this eternal classic is
as relevant today as it ever was. This
rendition is done in a smooth navy calfskin
leather, with gold hardware (the turn-lock
closure and strap hooks). It’s twenty
centimeters—a hair under eight inches at
its widest point—and just over six inches
tall (a great size for toting around all the
daily essentials and more).

Seeing how all the material components of
this towel work together to make it so
amazing is kind of like looking at how a
mind map connects ideas from every
direction. It gets its premium feel from the
Aegean long staple cotton and rayon
bamboo. Its moisture-wicking properties
come from the TENCEL Lyocell fibers and
(again) the rayon bamboo. Embedded in
the fibers is a patented technology called
SILVERbac, which is odor-preventative,
antibacterial, and non-toxic. (Those
moisture-wicking properties also help with
fighting off bacteria.) And all these
materials are hypoallergenic and OEKO-TEX
certified. The result? A blend optimized to
support skin health, in the form of one
luxuriously soft and fluffy towel.

Inspired by the vibrant strokes of Henri
Matisse, this three-tiered Italian silk beauty
is printed with stunning bold
blossoms—basically the closest you could
get to wearing an actual painting. Ruffles
line the cap sleeves and the collar, where
they dip down to the waist, which ties with
a matching silk sash. And that
ankle-grazing skirt floats and flutters with
the slightest movement.

Packed with hundreds of provoking
conversation prompts, Where Should We
Begin is a stimulating game you can only
win at. Esther Perel, an internationally
respected expert on relationships, got the
idea during the global pandemic as a way
to foster connection “in a time,” she says,
“of social atrophy.” There’s a stack of cards
with more intimate prompts you’ll want to
set aside for sessions with your partner or a
close friend, but the rest are filled out with
broachable topics for dinner parties, family
gatherings, and casual date nights. And
while there are various versions of rules you
can follow for a little structure, we’ve also
found we like the simple act of taking
turns pulling cards. Whatever way you
choose, you’re in for a revelatory exchange
that will teach you as much about yourself
as whoever you’re playing with.
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